
 

Research duo discover why non-Newtonian
fluids harden on impact

July 12 2012, by Bob Yirka

(Phys.org) -- Researchers and laymen alike know that some non-
Newtonian fluids tend to harden quickly upon impact. Quicksand is a
good example. If a person walks quickly, they won’t sink. But why this
happens has been somewhat of a mystery, though many in the science
community have suspected it had something to do with energy being
transferred to the walls of the container. New research finds that’s not
the case at all. Instead, after extensive testing and experimentation Scott
Waitukaitis and Heinrich Jaeger of the University of Chicago have
found, as they describe in their paper published in the journal Nature,
that it’s because the particles suspended in the liquid temporarily mash
together, creating a near solid.

Non-Newtonian liquids are those that don’t behave as Isaac Newton
originally theorized, e.g. quicksand, ketchup, custard, blood, or in the
case of the material studied by the research team, a water and cornstarch
solution called oobleck.

To find out what goes on with oobleck when impacted from above,
Waitukaitis set up several different sized tanks of the goo and filmed
what happens when a flat bottomed rod strikes its surface from above at
varying speeds. He also pointed an x-ray gun at the mix to see what
happens underneath the surface and used a laser pointed across the
surface to measure how its surface changed when impacted along with a
force sensor on the bottom of the tank directly beneath the impact zone.

In studying the results, the two found that the size of the tank didn’t
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matter as the oobleck hardened the same amount regardless. Thus,
theories about energy absorption by the walls accounting for the unusual
liquid properties are wrong. Instead they found that the tiny particles that
are normally suspended in the liquid are suddenly jammed together when
impacted from above, creating a cone like shape inside the liquid that is
dense enough to be described as a temporary solid; as it just as quickly
dissolves back to its original state. The authors describe the action as
akin to snow that is suddenly pushed into a denser state by a plow.

The study does answer the major question of why a non-Newtonian
liquid hardens, but still a mystery is what happens with the suspended
particles when in their hardened state. Do they touch each other or just
come close and why do they move apart again after the initial impact?
Also, are there differences in hardening as particles get smaller and
smaller? Future researchers will no doubt be looking into answering such
questions as non-Newtonian liquids might become more useful if their
properties become better understood. They might serve as a lighter
material in bullet-proof vests for example, or provide a better cushion
for people involved in a car crash.

  More information: Impact-activated solidification of dense
suspensions via dynamic jamming fronts, Nature 487, 205–209 (12 July
2012). doi:10.1038/nature11187 

Abstract
Although liquids typically flow around intruding objects, a
counterintuitive phenomenon occurs in dense suspensions of micrometre-
sized particles: they become liquid-like when perturbed lightly, but
harden when driven strongly. Rheological experiments have investigated
how such thickening arises under shear, and linked it to hydrodynamic
interactions or…

See also: Press release
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